
6CH Three colors Par lihts User's Manual
The Display Board:

when plug, press Mode button to choose dnCo, press up or down to 
choose AuTo Mode, press Enter to confirm it. the lights start shine. 

1，，，，How to choose different function menu.
Press Mode button to show 4 menus: A:001, dnCo, AuTo, SCAE, to press up or down button to press Enter button to confirm the choice.

Choose one of them to press Enter to confirm the choice.CL01(Use up or down to choose 01-15);Sq01(press up or down to choose 01-16) 

2，，，，LED display function description:(all the choice ne ed to press Enter to confirm it.)

No.No.No.No. Display Function Instruction

1 A001 DMX512 Control DMX Channel addrss from 001 to 512. 

2

Route:dnCo → AuTo dnCo DMX Channel control mode
→SCAE to press AuTo Auto mode <choose CL01 press up or down to choose differerent patterns as fellows:3

up or down, press
SCAE

 Mast/Slave Mode <Set one light as host, the rest will show the same as the host lights. 

Enter to confirm                    The other address set as :SCAE

3

CL01 Single red

CL02 red and 20% green

CL03 red and 100% green

CL04 single green

CL05 green and blue

CL01 CL06 single blue

CL01-CL015 CL07 red and 20% blue

PressUP、DOWN CL08 red and 80% blue

to choose. CL09 100% red green and blue

Press Enter to CL10 single red

confirm the choice. CL11 the light power on, change colors when sound-activated.

CL12 the light power off, change colors gradually and flash when sound-activated.

CL13 full colors gradual change

CL14 full colors jump change

CL15 full colors flash

4 Sq01 Sq01-Sq16 when confirm this mode, press up and down to adjust the Auto speed from CL01-15

If sq01, The other modes will show normally, if sq02 or03...15, The lights will always flash.

DMX512 Instruction

No. Function Function Instruction
Channel1 Master R,G,B,W master，linear dimming，from dark to bright.

Channel2 R dimming R master，linear dimming，from dark to bright.

Channel3 Gdimming G master，linear dimming，from dark to bright.

Channel4 Bdimming B master，linear dimming，from dark to bright.

Channel5 Flash 000-128:gray level adjustment，129-255:flash from slow to fast

6CH Function choose
000-150:full colors control, 151-171:full colors flash, 172-182:full colors changing。
183-213:full colors gradual change。 214-234:LED power off，flash and colors change as sound-activated.

 235-255:LEDpower on, color changes one by one when Sound-activated.

  MODE   UP   DOWN  ENTER


